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BASKETBALL

Best recruit in Ole Miss history commits

CAMERON RICHARDSON
thedmsports@gmail.com

Kermit Davis and the Ole
Miss basketball program
landed their highest-ranked
recruit in program history on
Saturday afternoon.
Matthew Murrell, a
6-foot-4, 190 pound shooting
guard, is a commitment from

a top-50 recruit. The fourstar guard is ranked as the
No. 45 recruit in the nation
and No. 9 shooting guard in
the class of 2020.
The commitment comes at
a good time for coach Kermit
Davis and the Rebel basketball program, with top target
Jaemyn Brakefield recently
committing to Duke.
In came Murrell, who

attended Whitehaven High
School in Memphis before
transferring to IMG Academy
in Florida.
Murrell has performed
well on the AAU stage, averaging roughly 15 points and
a couple boards a game from
Team Thad, a program of the
Young for Youth Foundation
started by NBA player Thaddeus Young, in Memphis.

Murrell was in high demand
garnering attention from
Auburn, Florida, Texas and
Vanderbilt among other
schools. Vanderbilt hired
Faragi Phillips, Murrell’s
high school coach in
Memphis.
Murrell will be a welcome
addition to the Rebels in
2020 with senior Breein
Tyree gone after this season,

and Devontae Shuler might
leave the program early. Both
players are integral parts of
the team, and Murrell would
fill that high profile guard
spot on the roster.
Murrell will join Shon
Robinson next year, hoping
to help elevate to a rising Ole
Miss basketball program.

Off the ropes
Ole Miss Outdoors hosts first bouldering competition
WILL STRIBLING

thedmnews@gmail.com
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Natalie Clark scales the rock wall at the South Campus Recreation Center for the Rockin’ Rodeo Bouldering Competition on Sunday. This
was the first time Ole Miss Outdorrs has hosted this event.

JOHN RHYS PLUMLEE IS THE
STARTER. WHERE DOES THAT
LEAVE MATT CORRAL?
John Rhys Plumlee took most of
the snaps at quarterback for Ole
Miss again. The first time Matt
Corral was seen in the game
was late in the third quarter and
attempted only two passes.
SEE PAGE 4

“You’ve got this! Great
form — I love it! That’s
my roommate!” Natalie
Clark’s friend cheered as
Clark attempted to scale
the 12-foot climbing wall at
the South Campus Recreation Center on Sunday
afternoon.
Right before she
could reach the section’s
last yellow hold, Natalie
slipped, fell to the padded
ground below and immediately stood back up with a
grin on her face.
“Dang it – next time,”
Clark, 19, said. At the same
time, more than 30 other
climbers were spread
across the length of the
wall, attempting to climb
their way to the top of Ole
Miss Outdoors’s first bouldering competition.
Indoor rock climbing
has been only available
in Oxford since August,
with two options available for ascent. One is
top-roping, the more well-

SEE BOULDERING PAGE 3

OFFER MORE THAN PLATITUDES,
ESPECIALLY ON VETERANS DAY
“The United States continues
to neglect the health, security,
opportunity and dignity of its
veterans,” writes opinion columnist
John Hydrisko. “If this nation’s debt
of gratitude is any real debt at all,
then the United States has slid to
the brink of moral bankruptcy.”
SEE PAGE 7
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From Left: Nave Graham on flute, Austin Smith on oboe, Adam Estes on bassoon, Leander Star on horn and
Michael Rowlett on clarinet. The Quintet is comprised entirely of Ole Miss faculty.

Health Expo + Basketball
For Sons, Dads, Grandfathers,
Brothers, and Uncles!

Faculty Quintet explores ‘memory’
ANNABELLE HARRIS
thedmnews@gmail.com

(While Tickets Last)

Five members of Ole Miss
music faculty joined forces on
Sunday to perform five pieces of
music centered around memory.
The Faculty Woodwind Quintet featured two new members
of Ole Miss music faculty: Nave
Graham on flute and Austin
Smith on oboe. Michael Rowlett, on clarinet, also performed;
Adam Estes played bassoon and
Leander Star played French horn.
The quintet began their
performance with “Quintet No.
1,” written by Giuseppe Cambini.
This piece is the earliest known
for this combination of instruments.
The second piece, “Cinco
Elegia” by Eurico Carrapatoso,
was written to honor the greatest
composers of the 20th century.
Each of the five parts of this piece
was written in the style of the
composer it is meant to honor.
“Le Tombeau de Couperin” by
Maurice Ravel, featuring Smith,
closed the performance. This
musical selection alludes to the

playing that doesn’t lay well in
the fingers, and on top of that, the
parts do not fit together easily,”
Graham said. “It takes just a
moment of inattention to pull
apart from the ensemble, and
then it becomes quite difficult to
get back on track. I have to be sure
to be 110% focused the entire time,
not allowing my mind to wander
for a second.”
Smith, was torn on whether his
favorite piece was “Le Tombeau
de Couperin” by Maurice Ravel or
“Memoria” by Esa-Pekka Salonen.
He appreciated the differences in
the two pieces.
In “Memoria” Smith played
both oboe and English horn.
Graham also doubled on alto flute
and flute.
“Well, the Ravel was more
tactical, but the Salonen is just
kind of relentless — like it doesn’t
really stop. Yeah, whereas the
Reval has individual movements.
So you have a break,” Smith said.
“I don’t want to say it’s hard.
They’re just so different.”

T
E

PROUD PARTNER
with OLE MISS DINING

Sun.-Wed. 10:30am-Midnight, Thurs.-Sat. 10:30am-2:00am

baroque style of music popular
in the late 1600s and early 1700s.
This also happened to be one of
Smith’s favorite pieces.
“Of course, my favorite was the
Ravel because it features the oboe.
It was really great to put together
since I had never done it before,”
Smith said.
The second half of the performance was comprised of two
pieces, “Memoria,” by Esa-Pekka,
and “Salonen and Spirituals: Steal
Away,” arranged by Valerie Coleman.
“Memoria” is contemporary
in comparison to the other four,
having been finished in 2003.
Star called it more avant garde
than the others. He explained to
the audience that, although the
piece is technical, it ends with a
chorale completely different from
the rest of the piece, which was
written in remembrance of the
composer’s teacher.
For Graham, it was the most
challenging pieces she had ever
played in a quintet.
“It involves tons of technical
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This week
at Ole Miss

BOULDERING

continued from page 1
known method in which a rope
is anchored above the climber.
In the other, bouldering, there
is no rope is involved. Climbing
the much taller wall in top-roping requires endurance more
than anything, where the latter
is all about technique.
Once a niche activity, indoor
rock climbing has rapidly grown
in popularity in recent years.
So much so that sports climbing will make its Olympic debut
next year in Tokyo.
The climbing walls are why
Max Costa has been in the South
Rec Center nearly every day
this semester. He said it’s also
a sport he thinks has a universal appeal.
“I’ve seen five-year-old kids
climb all the way up there at the
same time as adults,” Costa, 21,
said.
Joseph Currie came from
Tupelo for the competition
because he likes the mental
aspect of bouldering. He
said there’s a reason that the
sequence of moves for a bouldering climb are called “problems.”
“Bouldering is like a puzzle
to solve, and that’s why it’s fun,”
Currie, 30, said.
There were 34 problems for
climbers to tackle at the competition, split between beginner,
intermediate and advanced
categories. Two climbers got as
far as problem 26, but all of the
advanced problems were left
unconquered. Daniel Lawrence,
the program assistant for the
climbing wall, said that was
partly by design.
“You don’t want anyone
to get your hardest problem
because that means you didn’t
give them enough of a challenge,” Lawrence, 22, said.
The setting team started
designing the competition’s climbs on Wednesday.
Lawrence’s method is to find a
hold he really likes, think of a
fun move to do around it, and
set the holds accordingly. There
are virtually infinite options for
setters, with the ability to switch
between many different climbing styles and types of holds.
“There’s kind of a method
to the madness to an extent,
but really a lot of the time it’s
just (to) put the holds on the
wall and move them around
until something cool happens,”
Lawrence said.
Oxford-based artist Jason

MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com
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Students lace their shoes in anticipation of the bouldering event hosted by Ole Miss Outdoors.
Petit said that he tries to map
out the climb in his head before
starting, with varying results.
“You think you can, and then
you usually find out you’re probably wrong about something.
Until you put your hand on it,
you can’t really know how you’re
going to lift yourself,” Petit, 45,
said.
Each climber’s score was
calculated by averaging their top
five climbs. Time wasn’t a factor
— only the number of attempts
it took them to complete a problem. An attempt started as soon
as all four limbs were off the
ground.
Though it was a competition,
most said they were just there
for fun. The air was friendly,
with more experienced climbers
sharing tips along with climbing
chalk that’s needed to grip those
smaller holds. In the end, every
climber left the chalk-powdered
wall with a prize.
“That’s one thing that’s
always shocked me about
the climbing community is
how encouraging they are,”
Lawrence said. “That’s why I
love the climbing community.
That’s why I’m a part of the
climbing community.”

NANCY MANROE / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Students were invited to the South Campus Recreation Center for a
bouldering event on Sunday.
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Don’t miss out on anything
that’s happening this week on
campus.
Transit of Mercury:
Watch Mercury pass in front
of the sun, a once-in-a-decade
event, through a telescope
today. This event takes a few
hours and is visible through
telescopes only. The next time
Mercury passes in front of the
sun will be in 2032. Admission
is free, and the event is open to
the public.
Time/Location: Monday,
9 a.m.-12 p.m. at Kennon
Observatory
‘1984’ by Aquila Theatre
Company: The Aquila Theatre
Company’s production of
‘1984,’ based on the novel by
George Orwell, will open for one
night only. Tickets range from
$25-30.
Time/Location: Tuesday,
7:30 p.m. at the Gertrude Ford
Center
Wellness Climb with
Stacy Bare: Go to the South
Campus Recreation Center
and listen to The North Face
Ambassador Stacy Bare give
a testimony about what rock
climbing can do for your
physical and emotional wellbeing. You’ll also get the
opportunity to climb with Bare.
The event is free and open to the
public.
Time/Location: Wednesday,
5 p.m. at the South Campus
Recreation Center
ROTC Chancellor’s
Review Ceremony: Join
Chancellor Glenn Boyce,
Provost Noel Wilkin and several
other faculty and military
leaders at the ROTC Review
Ceremony.
Time/Location: 3 p.m. on
Thursday at the Circle in front
of the Lyceum
Ole Miss vs. LSU: The
Rebels are back at VaughtHemingway Stadium this
weekend, and this time it’s
against the LSU Tigers.
Time/Location: 6 p.m.
on Saturday at VaughtHemingway Stadium
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COLUMN

John Rhys Plumlee is the starter.
Where will Matt Corral go?

JOHN MACON GILLESPIE

thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole Miss took care of business against inferior competition on Saturday, blowing out
New Mexico State 41-3, but the
biggest story on the field still
lies with the two quarterbacks
sharing time behind the center
for the Rebels.
John Rhys Plumlee rushed
for 177 yards and two touchdowns, passed for 124 yards
and took most of the snaps
at quarterback for Ole Miss.
The first time Matt Corral
was seen in the game was late
in the third quarter, and he
attempted only two passes.
What was supposed to be a
two-quarterback system with
both Plumlee and Corral has
since evolved into a system
essentially employing Plumlee
as the lone signal caller. Corral
only attempted two passes in
the victory.
“Today was a little bit
different just because we were
running it so much, but we
have two starting quarterbacks
in my mind — two very capable
guys,” offensive coordinator
Rich Rodriguez said. “I’ve got

100% confidence in (Corral),
and I told him we’re going to
need him going forward. That
part hasn’t changed.”
Head coach Matt Luke also
said Corral has a role on the
team despite his limited playing time in the system.
“I think coming down
the stretch we’ll need Matt
(Corral),” he said. “Matt is
a weapon, and we could use
him, so I think we’ll need him
at some point to help us win
the next two games.”
Corral was not made available after the game on Saturday.
The quarterback room full
of freshmen already had its
first departure last week after
Grant Tisdale entered the
transfer portal due to limited
playing time and Ole Miss fans
are concerned Corral could do
the same if he’s held on the
bench for the majority of the
final two games.
Rodriguez’s system with
Plumlee at quarterback could
also affect how Ole Miss
recruits offensive talent in the
years to come.
Ole Miss still struggles to
pass against legitimate defensive competition, and, despite

his performance on Saturday,
one has to wonder if Plumlee
can take this team to its ceiling
if he remains the quarterback
through the Egg Bowl and into
next year.
The Rebels rushed for 447
yards, compared to 159 passing against New Mexico State.
Time has shown that this form
of one-dimensional play isn’t
sustainable in the SEC, but
it appears that Ole Miss will
stick with the quarterback
whose primary skill set is on
the ground.
It is also very unlikely that
Ole Miss will reach its preseason goal of six wins anyway,
needing to beat both LSU
(which knocked off Alabama in
Tuscaloosa on Saturday) and
Mississippi State to secure that
status. If the Rebels hope to
reach the postseason this year,
they will likely need to finish
5-7 and gain an Academic
Progress Rate (APR) bid, which
are awarded to a handful of 5-7
teams each season.
The only SEC teams ahead
of Ole Miss in APR are alreadybowl eligible Alabama and
Auburn and two-win Vanderbilt and Arkansas, both of
which are eliminated from

REED JONES / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Matt Corral only had two passing attempts in the game against New
Mexico State.
bowl contention. In theory, if
there is an APR bid to be had
among SEC teams, Ole Miss
could get it.
Still, Ole Miss will be
supremely outmatched next
week against an LSU squad
eyeing an SEC West title and
a spot in the College Football
Playoff, but it should have
a chance to be competitive
against Mississippi State in
Starkville on Thanksgiving.
Neither Ole Miss nor State
have been particularly impressive this season, and if Ole Miss
can come away with a win, the
Rebels may have a chance to
sneak into the postseason.
In fact, the 2016 Egg Bowl
saw a similar scenario. That

game featured a four-win
Mississippi State team and a
five-win Ole Miss team, a game
which the Bulldogs won on the
legs of a running quarterback
in Nick Fitzgerald. The two
teams finished the year at 5-7,
but Mississippi State earned a
bowl bid because of their high
APR.
This season obviously has
not unfolded the way that Ole
Miss fans would have hoped,
but time will tell if John Rhys
Plumlee can lead Ole Miss to
a strong finish and perhaps a
bowl bid, or if the team’s lack
of a passing attack will warrant
Corral’s return or affect the
future of the program’s recruitment.
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HOW PHOTOGENIC ARE YOU?
THE OLE MISS 2019-2020 YEARBOOK
SIGN UP FOR CLASS PORTRAITS TODAY
NOV 11 - 15 | 9:30-6:30 PM | 3RD FLOOR LOBBY OF STUDENT UNION
SENIORS
NEED TO SCHEDULE APPOINTMENT AT WWW. OURYEAR.COM.
SCHOOL CODE: 141 OR CALL 1-800-OURYEAR {1-800-687-9327}.

FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS
NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED. YOUR PHOTO WILL BE TAKEN ON A WALK- IN BASIS
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Rebels silence Arkansas State in season opener
JAKE DAVIS

thedmsports@gmail.com

The Ole Miss basketball
team ran Arkansas State out
of the gym in their first game
of the season, winning 71-43
and putting the game beyond
doubt in the first half.
“Opening night is just
opening night, it doesn’t
matter if you’ve been in it for
as long as I have, 38 years,”
said head coach Kermit Davis.
“Some of these freshman,
the anxiety is with them but
you know our team played
extremely hard.”
The Rebels had trouble
getting going offensively to
start the game, turning the
ball over and failing to get into
their sets.
Devontae Shuler was
remarkable from the field,
pouring in 20 points on 7-11
shooting including 3-7 from
beyond the arc. He also
recorded two of the team’s 14
steals in a solid performance
on the defensive end as well.
“I thought Devontae Shuler

kind of dominated the game
on both ends,” said Davis. “He
just dominated the ball, he
disrupted offense even when
he didn’t have the ball… he ran
our team… he looked like he
was the most experienced guy
on the floor.”
“Coach has put me in a position to shoot the ball more, of
course losing [Terence Davis],
now it’s me and Breein Tyree
who need to step up and take
more shots and take control
of the game,” Shuler said. “It
feels good to be averaging 20
points per game.”
K.J. Buffen, however,
continues to be a surprise in
the young season. The sophomore from Gainesville, Georgia averaged six points per
game last year but exploded
for 16 against the Red Wolves.
He was extremely efficient
from the field knocking down
five of his six shots from the
field. He also terrorized opponents on the defensive end,
registering nine rebounds, two
blocks and three assists.
“He’s putting just what he
does in practice right in the

game. His attitude’s unbelievable. He allows everyone
to coach him… he’s grown up

in a year and he’s still got so
much room for improvement,”
Davis said.

28242

FordforC
enter
the Performing Arts
Gertrude C.

Let Our Legal Team Work For You

Aquila Theatre Company

GEORGE ORWELL

1984
Nov. 12, 2019
7:30 p.m.
Written by George Orwell
in 1944, near the end of
World War II, 1984 depicts
a society controlled by a
perfectly totalitarian
government bent on
repressing all subversive
tendencies.
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Luis Rodriguez powers past Arkansas State defenders in the 71-43 win.

Defense of Persons charged with:

D.U.I. - 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th Oﬀense, Public Drunk, M.I.P.,
Fake I.D., Simple Assault
Possession of Paraphernalia and/or Drugs
Possession with Intent, Sale of Drugs, Aggravated Assault
and All Other Midsdemeanor and Felony Charges

662.281.0438
If you have been charged with a criminal oﬀense call our oﬃce to schedule a free
consultation regarding the criminal charges which have been brought against you.
Weekend and after-hours appointments available for legal emergencies.

fordcenter.org • 662-915-7411
Gertrude C. Ford Center for the Performing Arts
351 University Ave., P.O. Box 1848, University MS 38677

garrettfridayandgarner.com
1205 Oﬃce Park Drive B, Oxford, MS
M-TH 8am-5pm, F 8am-4pm

Tyree struggled to get into
a rhythm on the offensive end,
going 1-7 from the field in the
first half with his only make
coming from a wide open
three-pointer just above the
break on the left wing. He
finished with six points on
2-9 shooting including 1-7
from deep. While he could
not find a way to get himself
going, he created opportunities for his teammates with
his playmaking and effort
on the defensive end. He
recorded four assists and
three steals in the contest,
managing to impact the game
despite his slow shooting
night.
“Last guy I’m worried
about on our team is Breein.
You know, it’s just one of
those games and I thought
Breein settled a little bit
early. His strength in his
game, he’s a good three-point
shooter but it’s there right at
that rim, the mid range and
right at the rim,” Davis said.
The Rebels now shift their
attention to Tuesday when
they will play Norfolk State
at home.

28221

CONGRATULATIONS TO NEW MEXICO STATE TICKET WINNERS
Poorva Joshi and Troy Williams

Win Ole Miss Football Tickets

Two people can win a pair of tickets to see the
Rebels take on LSU Nov. 16th.
Go to The Retreat
to enter for your chance to win.
2405 Anderson Road
662.550.2003
One entry per person. Employees of the Student Media Center and their immediate families are not eligible for contest. Winner’s photo will be used in promotional materials.

Winner will be
announced on
Rebel Radio
Thursday,
Nov. 14
34127
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In the stars for the signs: this week’s horoscope
CAROLINE NIHILL

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

ARIES: Oh, Aries, my favorite stereotypical hot heads. This
week might be tough, but today
holds some moments of relief.
You may be on an elevator and
hear it click in an ominous
way, but have no fear. It’ll keep
moving up. Don’t freak out
before end results, keep your cool
and go with the flow.
TAURUS: My fellow bulls,
this week has a lot of indecisive-

ness and maybe some grogginess.
Beware of falling into bad habits
and disguising it as self care. Set
your alarm 30 minutes earlier,
practice mindfulness and get
working.
GEMINI: This week is all
about opportunities. Don’t be
afraid to jump on them! It can be
easy to overthink and miss out
on things, and then call it fate.
Be cautious of once in a lifetime
offers and those not worthy of
your time. Make a list and prioritize.
CANCER: Communication

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

is extremely important right now.
Don’t take people misunderstanding you as a final response.
Reiterate and elaborate. Make
sure you’re being direct to avoid
any confusion. This week can be
weird with group projects, so try
extending yourself to get those
grades.
LEO: Leos, it’s a great
networking week. Make sure you
understand that conflict can go
many ways, and don’t be afraid
to admit fault when it’s there.
Don’t be afraid to show your
colors when networking, but try

not to get into any serious arguments that could affect you in the
future.
VIRGO: My dear Virgos,
please prepare for delays and
disconnects this week. Maybe
traffic on Jackson makes you
late for your test, or a talkative
friend makes you miss an important event. Plan ahead, and don’t
let the time switch get the best
of you. It’s easy to get lost in
thought and frustration, but try
to be positive.
LIBRA: Holding the balance
is something you’ve mastered,

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day in
advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds on
classified ads once published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit: http://www.
thedmonline.com/classifieds.

ACROSS
1- Some digits;
5- Memo phrase;
9- According to;
14- Oil-rich nation;
15- Quantity of paper;
16- Harper sitcom;
17- Words to Brutus;
18- Mark down in price
again;
20- Birthplace of St.
Francis;
22- Barnyard abode;
23- School orgs.;
24- Campus mil.
group;
26- Catch;
28- Computer
programs;
32- Steeples;
36- Actor Vigoda;
37- Tempest;
39- Unexpected
pleasure;
40- Defeat;
42- Violinist Zimbalist;
44- One of the
Simpsons;
45- Ruhr city;
47- From head ___;
49- Hair goo;
50- Hinder;
52- Malarkey;
54- Artist Chagall;

56- My bad;
57- Energy source;
60- Cry of discovery;
62- Constrictor;
66- Site of the Alamo;
69- German article;
70- Student of
Socrates;
71- ___ do;
72- Fulda tributary;
73- More reasonable;
74- Bank (on);
75- Pinochle play;
DOWN
1- ___ yellow ribbon...;
2- Scraps;
3- Consumes;
4- Spurt;
5- Annoy;
6- Formerly named;
7- X-ray units;
8- Throws off;
9- Curve;
10- Sales lady;
11- Sulk;
12- Dame ___
Everage;
13- Darn!;
19- Dict. entries;
21- Female pigs;
25- Lara of “Tomb
Raider”;
27- Fitting;

SOLUTION TO 11.8.2019 PUZZLE

HELP WANTED

PART-TIME
THE UPS STORE IS HIRING
Looking for dependable,
outgoing, friendly, technology
oriented employees. Send
resume to store3240ups@
gmail.com or apply in person
at The UPS Store 1739
University Ave. Don’t miss
this opportunity, apply ASAP

CONDO FOR RENT
TURNBERRY CONDO 3 BR,
2 BA, Gated/ Pool. With W/
D. Internet/ Cable. $1100.
Available now. (901)262-1855
HOUSE FOR RENT
320A SOUTH 18TH STREET
1 bedroom / 1 bath / 1 bonus
room (small bedroom or office)
tile floors, screened-in back
porch. $650/mo Available 1-120. (662)230-0073

SERVICES

RENTALS

28- Cavalry sword;
29- Corpulent;
30- Sumptuous meal;
31- ___ the side of
caution;
33- Prevail;
34- Mitigates;
35- Stagnant;
38- Copycat’s words;
41- One wearing the
same colors, perhaps;
43- Board game;
46- Powerful D.C.
lobby;
48- Notice;

51- “Darn!”;
53- High regard;
55- Church singers;
57- Venomous snakes;
58- Currency unit in
Western Samoa;
59- ___ even keel;
61- Start the pot;
63- Conceal;
64- Like Nash’s lama;
65- Dweeb;
67- ... ___ gloom of
night...;
68- Off one’s feed;

CONDO FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM / TWO
BATH at The Mark. Includes
major appliances, water,
internet, and cable TV.
$950/ month. Available Now
(662)456-6226

DESIGN GALLERY
1603 University Ave. Oxford
Alterations, Custom Curtains,
Blinds, Shades, Bedding,
Cushions, Dorm Decoration.
Designer
Julie
Coleman
www.designgalleryoxford.com
(662)655-0500

Libra, but don’t be afraid to put
down the scales. Be wary of mediating when you don’t have to.
Let others take charge, and stop
putting out fires for others.
SCORPIO: Similar to
Taurus, this week has a lot of
unknowns for my pal Scorpio.
Make decisions based on logic
and emotion; don’t just lead
with one. Think of how you’re
making decisions, and don’t
make judgement calls. Deep
breaths and good thoughts.
SAGITTARIUS: Having
hard opinions may be your thing,
Sags, but it shouldn’t get in the
way of long-term friendships
and relationships. People don’t
always see eye to eye, but keep
in mind that it may make for a
healthy balance in thought and
choices. Drink some tea, and
agree to disagree.
CAPRICORN: This is a
great week for Capricorns.
Between school or work and
relationships, it’s clear skies for
the rest of the week. Keeping
positive and maintaining a good
mindset is everything this week.
Attitude is everything!
AQUARIUS: Sometimes
bad days turn into bad weeks,
Aquarius. Stand up for yourself, and remember that you’re
responsible for no one else’s
happiness. Take time for yourself this week, and remain a
little skeptical. Don’t be afraid
to speak up and be loud.
PISCES: Last, but not
least, Pisces. It’s easy to jump
to conclusions. This week,
you really should think things
through. Be careful of letting
people get under your skin, and
try not to overreact. Go with the
flow, and you should be okay.

SUDOKU©

Puzzles by KrazyDad
HOW TO PLAY
Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

INTERMEDIATE

Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.

THE DM
CLASSIFIEDS
WORK!

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
OR

LOOK HERE FOR AN AD!

TRYING TO SELL SOMETHING?
LOOKING FOR A NEW HOME?
NEED A JOB?
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OPINION
Talk is cheap, especially on Veterans Day
sacrifice, but this talk is cheap
if it is not backed by real action.
A recent survey commissioned by the Cohen Veterans
Network — a non-profit network
of mental health clinics for post9/11 veterans and military families — found a “divide between
veteran’s preferences and civilians’ actions.” According to the
poll, 91% of Americans have, at
some point, said to a former or
active service member something along the lines of, “Thank
you for your service,” but 49% of
former or active service members
feel uneasy with the expression.
As David Gowel, CEO of RallyPoint Networks, put it, “If you’ve
met one veteran, you’ve met one
veteran. We are as diverse in our
interests as are civilians.”

JOHN HYDRISKO

thedmopinion@gmail.com

The true hollowness of gratitude Americans have toward
veterans is perhaps never more
apparent than it is on Veterans
Day. While America glorifies
the idea of military service with
parades, fireworks and flyovers,
it glosses over the ongoing
plights faced by the twenty-million veterans in this country.
What was once a near-sacred
holiday is now an opportunity
for politicians — regardless
of party or clique — to lionize, fetishize and dehumanize former and active service
members for the accruement of
political capital. There will be
much talk of duty, honor and

There are, as the survey
noted, a range of reasons as to
why veterans feel uncomfortable when thanked for their
service. Some veterans said
they simply don’t know how
to respond. Other veterans
said they prefer gratitude that
goes beyond simple platitudes
and instead establishes a more
personal connection.
“I would like to see civilians
in our community give back to
military families,” said a veteran
from Tennessee who then went
on to suggest that grateful civilians might give back by coaching
a sport, giving a class or visiting
a veterans home.
Just as a grateful individual
should avoid simple platitudes,
so, too, should a grateful nation.

The Department of Veterans
Affairs estimates that as many
as 15% of Americans who served
in operations Iraqi Freedom
and Enduring Freedom have a
post-traumatic stress disorder.
The Census Bureau estimates
that there were almost half a
million veterans over the age
of 65 who live with a monthly
income below the federal
poverty line. The Department
of Housing and Urban Development estimates that on any
given night there are 40,000
homeless veterans. In these
and other ways, the United
States continues to neglect the
health, security, opportunity
and dignity of its veterans. If
this nation’s debt of gratitude
is any real debt at all, then the

United States has slid to the
brink of moral bankruptcy.
To be clear, we should be
grateful to those who have
served or who are serving in the
armed forces, but that gratitude
must go beyond saying “thanks.”
That gratitude must also be
expressed with an investment
of money, time and effort
toward the interests of service
members and their families. It’s
quite possible that the immeasurable debt this nation owes to
its veterans can never be repaid
in full, but that should not stop
us from trying.
John Hydrisko is a junior
English, philosophy and history
triple major from Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Trump has intensity others candidates need
events, and the Tupelo rally was no
exception.
Outside the BancorpSouth
Arena, zealous Trump fans
purchased shirts, hats, posters
and beanies. Inside, they filled
the arena with chants, fervor and
anticipation. When the president’s
arrival was announced, the rallygoers quickly rose to their feet in
palpable anticipation. Seconds
later, the arena erupted as Trump
ambled toward the podium to
begin speaking.
During his long yet captivating
speech, the president touched on
a variety of hot topics. He quickly
abandoned his prepared remarks,
choosing to extemporaneously
discuss trade, impeachment,
foreign policy and even Hillary
Clinton. During each tirade, the
crowd remained engaged, actively
cheering, booing and laughing
when appropriate. Trump’s
address lasted over an hour, but
he still retained the audience’s
attention throughout the night.
In contrast, when Trump
brought fellow Republicans to
the stage, such as Lt. Gov. Tate

NOAH MCCLANAHAN

thedmopinion@gmail.com

As Republicans and
Democrats continue to isolate and
national divisions deepen, next
year’s presidential candidates
increasingly neglect America’s
ideological center. They opt to
galvanize their polarized bases.
When President Trump visited
Tupelo earlier this month, he did
exactly that. Though both parties
are searching for intensity, Trump
already has it. Consequently, the
president will start the 2020 race
with a clear advantage.
As I joined nearly 20,000
people in Tupelo for Trump’s
rally, most people eagerly awaited a
chance to hear from their president.
For perspective, Trump’s audience
amounted to over one fourth of
Tupelo’s population. Other rallies
have yielded similar crowds. In
Minnesota, a state Trump lost in
2016, he attracted nearly 20,000
people. In Dallas, a blue city, he
garnered 18,500 people. Trump’s
rallies are known for being raucous

Reeves and U.S. Sen. Cindy HydeSmith, scores of the president’s
supporters left the stadium.
Trump was no longer speaking, so
there was no reason for his loyal
supporters to stay, not even for
other Republicans.
Trump’s rally proved that going
into 2020, his base remains as
steadfast as ever.
Meanwhile, former Vice
President Joe Biden continues
to lead a packed Democratic
field while his crowd sizes falter.
Though earlier in his campaign, he
drew a crowd of several thousand
in Pennsylvania, a recent New
Hampshire restaurant event
attracted only 30 attendees.
Biden may defeat Trump in
matchup polling, but he can’t
match the president’s hardened
fanbase.
Other Democratic candidates
have fared somewhat better. Sen.
Bernie Sanders recently drew a
crowd of 26,000 in New York City.
In the same city in September,
Sen. Elizabeth Warren brought
in at least 20,000. However, none
of the candidates aiming to evict

DOMINO’S DOMINO’S
WEST & EAST - NEW
OLE MISS LOCATION!
CAMPUS OPEN NOW!
1603 WEST JACKSON AVENUE

1920 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
NEXT TO LARSONʼS CASH SAVER

662.236.3030 662.236.3844

SUN-WED 10:30 AM-2 AM
OPEN LATE! THURS-SAT
10:30 AM-3 AM

Trump from the White House
have consistently garnered crowd
sizes similar to the president’s —
especially in states and cities that
typically support the Democratic
party.
Whether this disparity in
intensity results in a Trump victory
in 2020 remains to be seen, but its
implications are significant. Politics
are optics. If a candidate appears to
be extremely popular, it makes it
easier to vote for him or her. Polls
contribute to these perceptions,
as does media coverage. Crowd
size is a fundamental component
of this process. When candidates
draw in bigger and louder crowds,
the media flocks to them, vaulting

them ahead of a crowded field and
potentially into the Oval Office.
Leadership is inspiring others
for a common vision. In politics, the
winners simply inspire more voters
all the way to the ballot box. If any
candidate is to beat the president
next November, they cannot rely
on only polling data and corporate
money alone. If President Trump
is to last another four years, he can
rely on his rallies. Intensity brought
him to the White House in 2016,
and it can do so again.
Noah McClanahan is a
freshman public policy leadership
major from Hot Springs,
Arkansas.

Opinion Policies:
Columns do not represent the views of The University
of Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian. The Daily
Mississippian welcomes letters to the editor, which should
be emailed to dmletters@olemiss.edu. Letters should be no
longer than 300 words. They may be edited for clarity, brevity
and libel. Third-party letters and those with pseudonyms
or no name will not be published. Letters are limited to one
per individual per month. Letters should include contact
information, including relationship to the university, if
applicable.

NOWDRIVERS
HIRING
Earn $12-$18 per hour
Apply in person – 1603 W Jackson Ave
or 1920 University Ave
or online at jobs.dominos.com

Find out more about intramural sports on campus at campusrec.olemiss.edu

TurnerCenterRoom212
imsc@olemiss.edu
662.915.5573
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Aggies in agony
Ole Miss beats New Mexico State 41-3
A cheerleader builds excitement with a sparse crowd before the game
against New Mexico State University on Saturday.

Jerrion Ealy looks for the end zone before his first touchdown of the game.

Above: An Aggie lands on his head as Jason Pellerin (7) falls next to the goal
line in the 41-3 win over New Mexico State University.
Right: A young fan cheers on the Rebels from the stands.
The Ole Miss football team gave the New Mexico State Aggies their ninth loss of the
season on Saturday. John Rhys Plumlee led the Rebels in rushing yards with 177 yards
and two touchdowns on 2 touchdowns. Snoop Conner and Jerrion Ealy combined for
180 yards and three touchdowns on the ground.
“Overall good win,” head coach Matt Luke said after the game. “We’ve got two huge
games coming up. We may have the No. 1 team in the country rolling in here next week
so it should be a great atmosphere and a great night for football.”
The Rebels will host the LSU Tigers in Vaught-Hemingway Stadium on Saturday.

REED JONES

thedmphotos@gmail.com

